What is your desired profit objective?
e.g. Six-figure program launch

What part of this objective needs a fun injection?
e.g. Asking for marketing support

What's your ideal outcome for this objective that will stretch you into new
territory? e.g. 100 promotional partners say yes to support my new program launch
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What is the personal transformation you wish to experience by playing this game?
e.g. I want to be loud and proud about the impact of my program

How do you want to feel during the game?
e.g. Confident, creative and authentic

What guidelines or rules will support you to have fun and ease nailing your
outcomes?
e.g. Time leveraged, true-to-brand and fun strategies for inviting promotional
partners to support me

What is your action plan to support your "win", and keep you accountable to
what you want?
e.g. Connect with 5 potential partners a week
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How will you celebrate your progress?
e.g. Victory dance after I complete my 5 invites for the week

Where in the game might you get stuck?
e.g. Trying to do it like other people in my industry

What are your guidelines to avoid that?
e.g. Focus on creating relationships vs. getting a yes from potential partners

Name of your profit game?
e.g. Launch Rockstar
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How will you know you've won?
e.g. I feel excited to ask for marketing support

Who will support you to win your game?
e.g. My JV masterminders, my team, Eva

How will you spend/invest your new profits?
e.g. New website, new marketing photos, increase college & retirement funds
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Review your game plan.
Does it feel like a winning formula for transformation, fun and profits? If not,
take a moment to connect to your heart.

Call to mind how you most want to feel while playing your game. Breathe
into that feeling. Change any part of your plan that doesn't feel good.

This game is designed by and for you to win. And the only way to win is by having fun!
Making it easy,
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